
ITEMS PRICES

Water

Electricity

Gas

Bus

Metro

Passenger Taxi

Cargo Taxi

Telephone

Cell Phone

Cable TV

Hotel Room Rate

Serviced Apartment

Average Apartment 
in Downtown

Security

Interpreter

Secretary

For home use: 1.03 yuan/m   plus 0.9 yuan/m   (for discharge of 90% of total water
used)
For industry and administration use:1.30 yuan/m 
For commercial use: 1.5 yuan/m
For special use: 2.00 - 5.00 yuan/m
Discharge fee: 90% of total water used

For home use: 0.61 yuan/kwh daytime from 6 am-10 pm; 0.30 yuan/kwh at night.
0.666 yuan/kwh for machinery drive; 0.777 yuan/kwh for lighting

Coal gas for home use: 1.05 yuan/m
Non-home use: 1.35 yuan/m   (Apr-Nov) 1.65 yuan/m   (Dec-Mar next year)
Natural gas for home use: 2.10 yuan/m

Bus: 1 yuan each passenger, for trips of less than 13 kilometers in downtown, 
1.50 yuan for more than 13 kilometers;
For air-conditioned bus, 2 yuan.
Most buses in downtown area are air-conditioned

Floor price (first 6 kilometers): 3.00 yuan, then 1.00 yuan for every 10 kilometers. 
Maximum: 8 yuan

Floor price (first 3 kilometers) 11 yuan, 2.10 yuan for each additional kilometer.
Between 11 pm and 5 am, the taxi charge rises by 30%.
Only Dazhang taxi charges 4 yuan phone booking fee per ride.No toll fees in 
Shanghai for taxi

For 0.6-ton taxis, floor price (first 3 kilometers) 20 yuan, and 2.70 yuan for each 
additional kilometer.
For 0.9-ton taxis, floor price (first 3 kilometers) 25 yuan, and 3.20 yuan for each
additional kilometer.

Local calls: 0.10 yuan/min
DDD China mainland: 0.07 yuan/6 sec
IDD for Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan: 0.2 yuan/6 sec
International: 0.8 yuan/6 sec

500 yuan installation charge for each terminal, and 16 yuan/month/terminal

970 - 3,000 yuan/room/night (five-star), 490 - 970 yuan/room/night (four-star),
and 150 yuan/bed/night at economy hotels.

4,000 - 6,000 yuan/month for a one-bedroon apartment, 5,000 - 10,000 yuan/
month for a two-bedroom apartment (including maintenance cost).

4,500 yuan/month for one-bedroom apartment, 9,000 yuan/month for 
two-bedroom apartment, and 13,000 yuan/month for three-bedroom apartment 
(including maintenance cost).

2,000 yuan/month for each long-tenured guard. The prices of special,short-term
or foreign-related security services are subject to negotiation.

7,000 yuan/day for an average-level simultaneous interpreter.

3,000 yuan/month for a college graduate; and 5,000 yuan/month for an assistant
with two years' working experience.    

Depends on service providers. Main companies: China Mobile and China Unicom
http://www. sh. chinamobile. com/node 2/ node 28/index. html
http://www. chinaunicom. com/services/filel. html
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Table 05: Local price standard for relevant service and products


